In order to improve the dynamic performance of high precision interferometer fiber optic gyroscope (IFOG), the influencing factors of the fast response characteristics are analyzed based on a proposed assistant design setup, and a high dynamic detection method is proposed to suppress the adverse effects of the key influencing factors. The assistant design platform is built by using the virtual instrument technology for IFOG, which can monitor the closed-loop state variables in real time for analyzing the influence of both the optical components and detection circuit on the dynamic performance of IFOG. The analysis results indicate that nonlinearity of optical Sagnac effect, optical parameter uncertainty, dynamic characteristics of internal modules and time delay of signal detection circuit are the major causes of dynamic performance deterioration, which can induce potential system instability in practical control systems. By taking all these factors into consideration, we design a robust control algorithm to realize the high dynamic closedloop detection of IFOG. Finally, experiments show that the improved 0.01 deg/h high precision IFOG with the proposed control algorithm can achieve fast tracking and good dynamic measurement precision.
Introduction
Interferometer fiber optic gyroscope (IFOG) has become a new and highly stable angular velocity sensor with the development of optical fiber sensing technology [1, 2] . IFOG is very competitive in the field of inertial device, owing to its advantages over traditional inertial devices, such as no moving parts, simpler structure, higher detection accuracy, and better reliability [3, 4] .
As digital closed-loop detection scheme becomes the mainstream of current high precision IFOG scheme, optimization of closed-loop control algorithm is of great significance for improving performance in temperature and vibration environment [5, 6] . In [7] , Spammer and Swart analyzed the influence of loop gain on the dynamic characteristic of system and investigated a control algorithm to eliminate steady-state error. Japan Aviation Electronics Industry Limited (JEA) corporation from Japan focused on the winding method of optical fiber coil and closed-loop control technology to improve the temperature and vibration characteristics [8] . An implemented signal processing scheme was proposed to promote the reduction of the source intensity noise around the proper frequency of birefringent IFOG for a better signalto-noise ratio [9] . Thus, the importance of optimization of closed-loop control algorithm is apparent in order to further enhance the system performance.
However, the closed-loop control period of IFOG is in a time scale of several microseconds, while the refresh time of the system output is in a time scale of milliseconds [10, 11] . Hence, it is difficult to analyze the working process of IFOG only by the test data of IFOG, especially in the environment of high frequency vibration and shock. By taking the environmental factors into consideration, Litef GmbH established a simulation system for IFOG and optimized the optical components and design of closed-loop control [11, 12] . To realize the environmentally insensitive IFOG, Honeywell International proposed a compensating error component by testing the frequency responses of optical path and closed-loop circuit [13] . However, if the inner state variables of closed-loop detection system cannot be monitored in real time, the influence of optical parameters The signal detection flowchart of the designed high precision IFOG, which includes a high pass filter to eliminate the DC component in the interference intensity, demodulation, and a low-pass filter (LPF) to extract the modulated nonlinear closed-loop error precisely; a closed-loop controller is needed to obtain the feedback of IFOG and to generate digital phase ramp.
and circuit parameters on the performance of high precision IFOG cannot be analyzed accurately.
In addition, the optical parameters and circuit parameters varying with time and environment can also cause the deterioration of dynamic performance of high precision IFOG. For improving the performance of IFOG, Honeywell International proposed an apparatus for eliminating or reducing vibration-induced errors by applying a variable weighting function at the demodulator or analog-to-digital converter to change the size of the demodulator reference signal or the converter gain, respectively [14] . In respect of the temperature dependency, a precision calibration procedure was described for reducing the resulting errors [15] . In [16] , a method based on a radial basis function (RBF) neural network was presented for dynamic angular velocity modeling and error compensation. However, most of the above methods adopted are to compensate error of IFOG according to the built model based on closed-loop output of IFOG. And few works have considered the optical parameters and circuit parameters uncertainty in the dynamic model of the closed-loop system, so that performance of IFOG may not be able to be controlled precisely due to parameter variance with time and environment in engineering practice. With this background, we study the high dynamic model of IFOG with parameters uncertainty and design robust control algorithm to suppress the influence of parameters uncertainty for improving the dynamic characteristics of high precision IFOG.
In this paper, we establish an assistant design platform for high precision IFOG by using the virtual instrument technology, which can monitor the real-time closed-loop state variables and test the dynamic performance of closedloop system. With the assistant design platform, we analyze the influence of optical sensing and detection circuit on the dynamic performance of high precision IFOG. Furthermore, with the consideration of these factors, the high dynamic mathematic model of IFOG with parameters uncertainty is derived and a robust controller is designed to enhance the dynamic measurement performance of high precision IFOG for applications in navigation and aerospace fields.
Analysis Setup of Dynamic Performance of IFOG
The optical path scheme for high precision IFOG is illustrated in Figure 1 . The light from the light source is split by the coupler into two beams, one of which is propagating into integrated optical modulator (IOPM). The light polarized by the IOPM is divided into two light beams that pass through the fiber coil clockwise and anticlockwise, respectively. With the induced Sagnac phase Δ , the two beams of light interfere coherently at the IOPM. The time of the light propagating through the fiber coil is , which restricts the minimum closed-loop period. To achieve higher accuracy in angular velocity measurement, we design a signal detection scheme, and the working diagram of the closed-loop detection for IFOG is shown in Figure 1 . With the square wave modulation and the phase ramp feedback, the interference intensity can be given by
where is the total loss of the full optical path, 0 is the output power of the light source, Δ ( ) is the feedback phase stair of the digital phase ramp used to counteract Δ ( ), Δ ( ) is the Sagnac phase, and ( ) is the modulating square wave with amplitude ±1 and period 2 . We here introduce a quantity Δ that represents the closed-loop error of the IFOG, which is defined by Δ ( ) = Δ ( ) − Δ ( ).
To further improve the dynamic measurement precision of IFOG, the influence of optical parameters and signal detection circuits on dynamic performance should be analyzed. However, by the traditional analysis that is only based on the output data of IFOG, the complex closedloop process of IFOG cannot be manifested. And it is also difficult to assess and verify the influence of inner elements' parameters of closed-loop system on the performance of IFOG. In fact, it is difficult to experimentally analyze the dynamic variation of error signal between input and output signals, especially when the system is in high frequency vibration and shock environment. In order to assess the main factors that influence the dynamic characteristics and to optimize the dynamic measurement performance of high precision IFOG, we develop an assistant design setup based on virtual instrument technology as illustrated in Figure 2 . The assistant design setup can achieve the high-speed closedloop control with microsecond closed-loop period to detect interference intensity signal and exert the modulating square wave and feedback phase ramp on IOPM. Besides, the proposed detection setup can monitor the output signal of detector and the closed-loop state variables in real time through the digital communication between the embedded high-speed field programmable gate array (FPGA) and the personal computer. The dynamic performance tests also can be conducted based on this platform. The embedded high-speed FPGA of national instruments (NI) 7852R is utilized to generate a frequency adjustable and phase steerable excitation signal, which is added to the stair ramp to substitute input angular speed in considering the fact that stair ramp imposed on IOPM can introduce phase shift with the same effect as Sagnac phase. We can evaluate the dynamic characteristics by comparing the excitation and output signals since the signal processing unit can generate the excitation signal and process the output data of IFOG simultaneously.
Analysis of Influencing Factors on Dynamic Performance

Influence of Optical Characteristics on the Dynamic Performance of High Precision IFOG.
The output of photoelectric detector, also served as the input of signal detection unit, is of great importance to the stability and dynamic performance of IFOG. From (1), it is noted that the optical characteristics contain the interference intensity and the physical intrinsic nonlinearity of interference link. Due to the varying external environment factors, the changing optical parameters result in the fluctuation of interference intensity, such as the unavoidable light power drift with temperature and the attenuation of light power after long-term working. We analyze the relationship between the power variation of light source and the environmental temperature, and the obtained experiment results are shown in Figure 3 . Together with the loss of light power in other optical devices, the range of light power variation can reach ±10% under the condition of temperature varying from −45 ∘ C to +70 ∘ C. As verified by the conducted experiments based on the assistant design setup, we know that the detection sensitivity of IFOG is not determined by the light power, because the light power is translated into one factor of the gain of forward chain, while the dynamic performance of high precision IFOG is apparently different from the gain variation of forward chain.
The interference link generates a nonlinear sine function, which confines the IFOG's dynamic measurement range. Although the closed-loop scheme of square wave modulation and feedback phase ramp is adopted to suppress the closedloop error near the zero point and to improve the linear characteristic, the IFOG system is a nonlinear system as determined by (1) . According to the working principle of our scheme, the linear model used to approximate the nonlinear system is effective only when the IFOG works near a balance point, such as point A, as denoted in Figure 4 . However, when it works at the state of point B or point C due to high frequency or high impulse angular velocity input, the nonlinear characteristic of optical interference link can cause the deterioration of dynamic performance and the potential system instability. In engineering practice, IFOG is not able to precisely measure the high frequency or high impulse angular velocity signal due to the nonlinearity, which might also cause system instability.
Influence of the Hardware Detection on the Dynamic Performance of the High Precision IFOG.
The proposed detection equipment for signal processing can be divided into three parts: the forward chain, the feedback chain, and modulationdemodulation component. To improve the bandwidth of the forward chain and eliminate the DC component of the interference intensity signal, we design a high pass filter in the forward chain. The dynamic characteristics and bandwidth of the forward chain can significantly affect the dynamic performance of the high precision IFOG. However, besides the high pass filter and an A/D converter, the forward chain also includes an optical device-photoelectric detector. It is difficult to analyze the dynamic characteristics of forward chain by using frequency characteristic analyzer.
To solve this problem, we use the assistant design setup to measure the model of the whole forward chain. As illustrated in Figure 5 , the assistant design setup is utilized to generate ramp signals at point A. The ramp signal is ( ) = 2 , where is the frequency of target excitation signal. Then, we make the ingenious application of the nonlinear characteristic of interference link in translating the ramp signal into a sinusoidal signal sin(2 ) at point B. The ramp signal has to be reset periodically at the level of 2 when it reaches the full scale of DA converter, and the digital signal processor receives the interference signal synchronously at point C. Moreover, the frequency of the sinusoidal signal is controlled by the commercial software Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench (LabVIEW) installed in the computer. Thus the frequency characteristics of the whole forward chain can be calculated based on the assistant design setup. The obtained results demonstrate that the bandwidth of forward chain can reach 10 MHz and satisfy the requirement for high-frequency angular velocity measurement.
To accurately extract the closed-loop error, the output of A/D converter is demodulated by multiplying a digital square wave that has the same frequency and phase as that of ( ), and it also needs a low-pass filter to remove the high frequency components and noise. The response function of the designed low-pass filter is ( ) = 1 + 
Mathematic Model Establishment and Robust Control Algorithm Design
The analysis results about the dynamic performance of the optical components and signal detection circuits of high precision IFOG are important for guiding the design of closedloop control algorithm. Prior to the question on how to design an optimized control algorithm, we need to establish the mathematic model of the dynamic performance of closedloop system by taking the influencing factors into consideration, which are obtained from the results of dynamic performance analysis based on the assistant design setup. Firstly, we analyze the forward chain where the influence of optical parameter uncertainty works. Its bandwidth is much larger than the required bandwidth of high precision IFOG. Therefore the forward chain can be considered as a proportional component with uncertain parameters. The proportional factor of the forward chain, denoted as 1 , is determined not only by the parameters of detection circuit but also by the interference intensity. We define the variation of proportional factor 1 as Δ 1 , which reflects the effect of temperature drift on the forward channel. Because the variation range of the gain of the forward channel is bounded, we can denote Δ = , where and are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions describing the parameters' variation of the optical path and detection circuit caused by temperature drift in the forward channel, respectively, and is an uncertain matrix with appropriate dimension that satisfies ≤ . As for the interference intensity 0 , the gain of high pass filter , and the gain of A/D converter AD , respectively, we can derive 1 = 0 ⋅ ⋅ AD . In the feedback chain, due to the limited range of D/A converter, the digital phase is reset periodically at the digital level of 2 DA corresponding to 2 , where DA is the conversion bit of the D/A converter. The proportional factor of the feedback chain is a constant value satisfying = 2 /2 DA = D/A ⋅ dri ⋅ IOPM , where D/A , dri , and IOPM are the proportional factors of D/A converter, D/A drive circuit, and IOPM, respectively. Then, the feedback phase can be described as Δ ( ) = ( ), where ( ) is the linear controller described by ( ) = − ( ). ∈
1×
is the feedback-gain matrix. The time-delay of the low-pass filter is confined by the closed-loop period, and the nonlinear characteristic of optical interference link deteriorates the high precision IFOG's dynamic performance. Based on the proposed detection equipment, in consideration of the influence of optical nonlinearity, optical parameter uncertainty, and time-delay of low-pass filter, the mathematic model of high precision IFOG can be described by
where ∈ is the state vector with the initial condition ( 0 ) for the zero sampling time,
To extract the closed-loop error quickly and optimize the dynamic response characteristic, we assume that the order of low-pass filter is = 1. Now, we investigate the method of designing feedbackgain matrix for improving the dynamic performance of system (2) with the initial condition ( 0 ). Before the discussion of the main theorem for the design of feedbackgain matrix, some useful definition and lemmas are first elucidated.
Definition 1 (see [17] ). System (2) is said to be exponentially stable, if there exist some scalars ≥ 0 and 0 < < 1, such that the solution ( ) of system (2) 
Lemma 2 (see [18] (the Schur complement)). Lemma 3 (see [18] ). Suppose that ∈ , ∈ , and and are constant matrices with appropriate dimensions. For any appropriate dimension matrix satisfying ≤ , one has that 2 ≤ + (1/ ) for any > 0.
In the following discussions, we are interested in analyzing the stability of the IFOG and finding the design rules of the feedback-gain matrix to guarantee that the high precision IFOG achieves exponentially dynamic response characteristic. 
Proof. See the Appendix.
We use a Lyapunov-based approach to analyze the convergence and the dynamic performance analysis of the high precision IFOG. Theorem 4 provides a sufficient condition to design the control matrix for the high precision IFOG with time-delay, nonlinearity, and uncertainty, which guarantees that the system can achieve exponential stabilization. It also should be pointed out that, as deduced from the theoretical analysis on the stability of IFOG, the designed controller can make the dynamic errors of nonlinear IFOG within (− , ) exponentially converge to zeros, which are only dependent on the uncertain intensity of light power and the range of time-delay of the low-pass filter. At the same time, the results reveal that the proposed controller has strong robustness, so that the interference intensity is tolerant of temperature shift in a certain range. The theoretical result is of significant importance to the design of good dynamic detection method for the high precision IFOG under complex conditions of engineering application.
Experiment Results
Experiments are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the previously obtained theoretical results and the dynamic measurement precision of the 0.01 deg/h IFOG using the optimized control algorithm. In the experiments, the light power is placed in a temperature control chamber where the temperature varies 5 ∘ C per minute to force the light power changeable in a certain range. We monitor the closedloop state variables in real time to verify the ability of the designed high precision IFOG in suppressing the influence of parameter uncertainty, nonlinearity and time-delay on dynamic performance.
To validate the dynamic response characteristics of IFOG, the experiments are conducted to test the 50 Hz and 2 kHz frequency response, respectively. The excitation signal is generated by adding digital sinusoidal signal to the feedback phase ramp. We can control the applying time of excitation signal through the detection equipment. The digital signal processor synchronously receives the excitation signal and the output of IFOG so that the precise amplitude attenuation and phase delay can be measured. For the result of 50 Hz frequency response tests, the deterioration of amplitude is 0.3% and the phase delay is 0.4 ∘ as shown in Figure 6 . In the 2 kHz frequency response tests with the results shown in Figure 7 , the relative measurement error is 0.77% in amplitude and 3 ∘ in phase.
Then, to further validate the dynamic performance of IFOG with the proposed controller, the ramp response of the new high precision IFOG is compared with that of the previous high precision IFOG based on the assistant design setup. The results shown in Figure 8 demonstrate that there exists a dynamic tracking error in the previous high precision IFOG, which explains that the previous scheme of high precision detection reduces the dynamic performance of optical sensing. In contrast, the optimized detection scheme of the high precision IFOG can track the ramp signal rapidly without dynamic tracking error and better tracking performance is achieved as shown in Figure 9 .
Furthermore, we conduct the experiments of tracking angular acceleration with 0.01 deg/h high precision IFOG utilizing the angular rotating platform. Angular rotating platform oscillates at frequency of 28 Hz so that the output of IFOG forms a sinusoidal trace at various oscillating points. The sinusoidal curve near the zero point can approximate to ramp response, and amplitude of angular acceleration can be controlled by the oscillating amplitude of angular rotating platform. On adopting previous control algorithm and our optimized control algorithm, the results are shown in Figures 10 and 11 , respectively. We can see that the experiment results based on the angular rotating platform agree well with the results utilizing the assistant design setup, both of which verify that the optimized robust control algorithm can track the angular acceleration better than the previous control algorithm. All the above experiments demonstrate that the high precision IFOG system with our optimized control algorithm can effectively suppress the influence of parameter uncertainty, nonlinearity, and time-delay, so that a better dynamic measurement performance is achieved. These strategies could be applied in the engineering systems of high precision IFOGs to improve their dynamic measurement precision meeting the demand of inertial navigation systems.
Conclusion
In engineering practice, the closed-loop detection scheme can improve the measurement precision of IFOG. In this work, the influence of optical sensing and closed-loop signal detection on the dynamic performance of high precision IFOG is analyzed based on the established assistant design platform. We find that the several important facts that restrict the high dynamic property of IFOG include that (1) the interference link introduces the nonlinearity, (2) the optical parameter variation causes the light power fluctuation, and (3) the time of the light propagating through the fiber coil limits the closed-loop period and the time-delay of the lowpass filter. By taking these influencing factors into consideration, we propose a robust control algorithm to improve the dynamic characteristics of high precision IFOG. The obtained experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed closed-loop design method. The improved dynamic measurement precision is of great significance in expanding the scope of application of IFOG.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 4. We consider the main influencing factors to obtain the exponential stability condition of the high precision IFOG system. The following Lyapunov function is chosen for system (2): That means that ‖ ( )‖ ≤ √ 1 / 2 (1 − ) − 0 ‖ ( 0 )‖ by (A.10) and we can conclude that system (2) is locally and exponentially stable. This completes the proof.
